We discuss the advantages of using a logic system for knowledge representation which is based on descriptions, rather than predicates, and which embodies two fundamental ideas for structuring knowledge that are distilled from semantic networks and frame-based languages: inheritance and attributions. Taxonomic reasoning on a lattice of descriptions combined with deduction strategies defined at the metalevel provide the knowledge base with the capability to deal with complex problem-solving tasks.
[5]. Current work on Omega is pursuing these fundamental lines of investigation: taxonomic reasoning, knowledge base functionalities, and metalevel capabilities.
Several knowledge representation systems have been based on creating and maintaining taxonomic structures of concepts. The use of such taxonomies has been usually either delegated to specific procedures supplied bythe user [IO] , [19] , or limited to very simple tasks as determining where to find attributes,values, or properties of frames (e.g., KEE [13] ).
These frame-based representation systems often resort to hybrid solutions where a frame structuring facility is combined with either a procedural language (e.g., LOOPS [21] ) or a production system (e.g., KEE). Most of the reasoning is performed by means of such additional components.
Omega explores the idea of taxonomic reasoning, that is, basing all reasoning on traversal/instantiation of the lattice of descriptions. All knowledge in Omega is represented in a single lattice: from factual knowledge, to general rules, todependenciesandconstraints. When adescription needs to be accessed to answer a problem, all relevant and related facts and assertions can be found directly connected to it. Heavy use is made of markerpropagation algorithms when traversing the network, to establish when a solution has been found or to determine when the search has run into a cyclic path. For a more detailed account of the techniques of taxonomic reasoning we refer to [2] .
We take the view that complex problem solving tasks should beaddressed distinguishinga knowledge basecomponent and a methodological component. The methodological component is what drives the problem-solving task, by issuing queries to the knowledge base, acting and interacting with the external world. This component can be considered by and largealgorithmical in nature.The knowledge base, on the other hand, is where deduction takes place, applying deduction rules to find answers.
Taxonomic reasoning is what provides the knowledge base with the fundamental reasoning capabilities, on top of which more sophisticated strategies can be programmed to handle complex problem-solving tasks. Rather than being able to perform arbitrary complex theorem-proving tasks, an Omega knowledge base is expected to be able to provide 0018-9219/86/1000-1335W1.00 0 1986 IEEE immediate answers to elementary questions, of the kind that humans solve with no effort. Deduction is performed by traversing the lattice, but is controlled by user-specified strategies which determine which part of the lattice to consider, and how to move around it.
To tailor reasoning strategies to specific applications, strategies can be programmed in the metalanguage of Omega. Metalanguage is also used as a foundation for the viewpoint mechanism. A viewpoint is a collection of statements representing the assumptions of a theory. Multiple viewpoints provide the abilityto handledifferent situations arising either from hypothetical reasoning or from evolution of situations over time, as well as reasoning about beliefs. A formal discussion of viewpoints appears in [6] .
The ability to manufacture a metadescription out of any description provides Omega with a means of accessing its internal structure, for instance, to interrogate the system about the concepts that are present, or to examine and explore the goal structure that has been generated in the course of a deduction, for the purpose of generating an explanation of the conclusion. Omega is also used as Knowledge Representation system in a couple of ESPRIT projects, and in particular in Project P440 on "Message Passing Architectures and Description Systems."
In the following section we present an informal introduction to the language and the axiomatic theory of Omega. In section Ill wewill discuss how an Omega knowledge base can be organized and how deduction can be implemented.
II. THE DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE OMEGA
Omega is a logic system, which consists of a language, an axiom system, and a setof inference rules. In this section we informally introduce the language by means of examples. Occasionally, some axiom will be presented to clarify certain properties of descriptions.
A. Descriptions
The simplest kind of description is the individual description, like:
Here "Boston" and "3" are names describing individual entities.
An instance description is the basic indefinite descrip tion: it is meant to represent a collection of individuals. For instance (a City) or (an Integer) represent the collection of individuals in the class of cities and of integers. ' The description operators and, or, and not, interpreted as set intersection, union, and complement, respectively, allow one to build more complex descriptions, as in the following examples:
(true or false) (an Even-Number) and (not zero).
Special descriptions are Nothing and Something, denoting the empty set and the universe, respectively.
B. Statements
The most elementary sentence in Omega isa predication. A predication relates a subject to apredicate by the relation is. For instance, the predication Boston is (a City) is understood to assert that the individual named Boston belongs to the class of cities.
Predication can be used to relate arbitrary descriptions. For instance, the sentence
states the fact that any individual of class human is also an individual of class mortal.
Note that descriptions can consistently be interpreted as sets of individuals (singletons in case of individual descriptions), and is as the subset relation among sets.
One of the fundamental properties of the relation is is transitivity, that allows one to conclude for instance that Socrates is (a Mortal) from Socrates is (a Human) and (a Human) is (a Mortal).
Descriptions form a Boolean lattice, induced by the partial ordering relation is. The bottom of the lattice is the description Nothing, a special constant which plays the role of the null entity. The top of the lattice is the description Something, another special constant which represents the most generic, universal description.
Composite statements can be built by combining statements with the logical connectives A, v, -, and +, as in
The difference between description operators and statement connectives is illustrated by the following examples:
(true A false) is false (true and false) is Nothing.
'The fact that the singular form is used should not mislead the reader. An indefinite description like (a City) does not represent an unspecified element of the class of cities, but rather the whole collection of cities.
Since true, false are two individuals, representing the Boolean constants, in the latter sentence "(true and false)" is a description denoting the intersection of two disjoint sets, therefore, it is equivalent to Nothing.
C. Attributions
An instance description can have attributions attached to it; this serves the purpose of specializing a class by describing some of its properties. For example, in (a Car (with color red)) the attribution (with color red) restricts the description to represent just thosecars which have color red. Here "color" is an attribute name for the concept "car," and "red" is the corresponding attribute.
Attributions provide also a means of relating descrip tions, as for instance in rny-car is (a Car (with owner (an Italian))).
The attribute "owner" establishes a relationship between rny-car and an Italian who is its owner.
Attributions embed a form of existential quantification; the previous example should indeed be read as saying that thereexistsan individua1,whoisan Italian,whoistheowner of rnycar. According to this semantics, when the value of an attribute is Nothing, the whole description collapses to Nothing (axiom of strictness). For example:
(a Car (with owner Nothing)) is Nothing.
This property provides a way of performing type checking or of discovering inconsistencies in values of attributes. If we wanted to describe the set of cars with no owner, we would say instead:
(a Car) and not (a Car (with owner Something)).
Predicate logic expresses relationships of this kind by means of predicates. The relational database model in computer science uses a similar concept of relations indexed by attribute names. The semantics of both Predicate Logic and relational databases depend on the fact that relations or predicates haveafixed numberof arguments. In Omega, attributes can be added or omitted from a description, with no fixed limit. By adding one attribution we obtain a more specific description, i.e., we restrict its extension; omitting an attribution we obtain a more general description. So, for instance, according to the axiom of Omission:
(a Car (with owner (an Italian)) (with make VW)) is (a Car (with owner (an Italian))).
Omega provides the capability to supply knowledge in an incremental fashion. Therefore, it handles partial descriptions and incremental refinement of concepts is possible. For example, we can say (a Car) is (a Car (with number-of-wheels 4)) and later assert:
(a Car) is (a Car (with owner (a Person)).
By the axiom of merging the following can be concluded:
(a Car) is (a Car (with number-of-wheels 4) (with owner (a Person))).
Properties or attributes are to be considered always relative to a concept, and not as properties of an individual. In other words, an individual may have some attributes when it is considered as a member of a class and different attributes as a member of another class. It follows that attributes are not allowed to migrate from one concept to another as is the case with most knowledge representation where identifiers starting with "=" denote universally quantified variables. Nevertheless, all the functionality of the traditional inheritance mechanism is provided. We will illustrate this with an example.
Most knowledge representation systems provide two inheritance relations: IS-A among classes and INSTANCE-OF between a class and its instances. So, for example, one would describe the class of cars, or rather the concept of a car, as follows:
Number-of-wheels: 
RED-CAR IS-A CAR MY-CAR INSTANCE-OF CAR
Aredcar,described bytheconcept RED-CAR,would inherit fromCARitsattributes.ThesameistrueforMY-CAR.Therefore, the inheritance mechanism allows one to deduce, for example, that the number of wheels of MY-CAR is 4. In Omega, the same example is expressed as follows:
(a Car) is (a Car (with number-of-wheels 4) (with engine (faulty or not-faulty)) (with color (red or black or blue))) (a Red-Car) is (a Car (with color red)) my-car is (a Car (with color red) (with engine faulty)).
Reasoning according to the axioms and inference rules of Omega, we could deduce mycar is (a Car (with number-of-wheels 4) (with engine faulty) (with color red)).
More precisely, the axioms used are Omission, Transitivity, and Merging. Note, however, that redefinition is not allowed in subclasses but only refinement of attribute values. For some of the problems related to overriding or cancellations of properties in frame-based languages see [A. Several individual descriptions are allowed as attributes for the same attribute name, as in (a Car (with driver John) (with driver Jane)).
As a consequence, it seems convenient to introduce a notationforattributionsallowingauniqueindividualvaluefor the attribute, as, for example, in the attribute mother of a person. Wecall this kindof attributionsprojective. Wewillexpress this fact by using an attribution of type with-unique. So we will say (a Person (with-unique mother Sarah)).
In addition, a notation will be introduced for constraining values for an attribute, as, for example, when we want to describe a person who owns just American cars. For this purpose, we introduce the with-every type of attributions.
(a Driver (with-every car (an Americancar))).
For with-unique and with-every a stronger axiom than merging exists, to recompose partial descriptions. For example, (a Person (with-unique mother Sarah) (with mother (a Doctor))) is (a Person (with mother Sarah and (a Doctor))) (a Product (with-every Factor, (an Integer)) (with Factor,)) is (a Product (with-every Factor, (an Integer)) (with Factor, and (an Integer))).
Despite the proliferation of the notation, it turns out that there is only one primitive kind of attribution. The other types of attributions are defined in terms of the primitive one and their properties derived as theorems. The primitive type of attribution is called of and its formal semantics is given in terms of nary relations. A semantic function associates to a concept an nary relation; for example,thesetoftuplesoftherelationassociatedtotheconcept "Product" could be
where the first number in each tuple is the product of the second and third numbers.
In this case, the denotation of (a Product) would be all integers, in fact any integer number can be the result of a product. The denotation of (a Product (of factor, 2)) will be, instead,thesetofevennumbers,infact,onlyevennumbers can be obtained as the result of a product in which one of the factors is 2.
The with kind of attribution, corresponding to binary relations, is defined as a special case:
(a c (with a 6)) same (a c (of a 6)) where"same"isdefinedasisin bothdirections. Inaddition, with-unique and withsvery are with's with additional constraints.
D. Variables
The use of description variables enables general facts to be asserted. For example, from (a Teacher (with subject = x)) is (an Expert (with field = x ) ) one can deduce that (a Teacher (with subject music)) is (an Expert (with field music)).
An interesting example is the following:
This statement is a formulation of the full second-order induction principle for natural numbers. It can be read asfollows: if = a is a set of numbers containing 0, and for each subset of =a, the set of its successors is contained in =a, then = a contains all the natural numbers.
E. Description Abstraction
Description abstraction is a powerful construct provided in Omega. In the following example it is used to revert a teacher-student relation:
(Any =x such-that (Carl is (a Teacher (with student =x)))) denotes the set of individuals for which the predication (Carl is (a Teacher (with student =x))) is true, i.e., all the students of Carl. scription abstraction can be found in [5].
An extensive discussion on the inference rules for de-
F. Viewpoints
Reasoning on a knowledge base may often require considering different situations, either pertaining to separate worlds (real or hypothetical), or arising because of changes over time.
A viewpoint capability is provided in Omega to enable such circumstances to be dealt with. For instance, to perform the diagnosis of a piece of equipment, one might proceed by a method of hypothesize and test. Each hypothesis is asserted in a new viewpoint, and its consequences are examined. If the consequences are in disagreement with the observations on the equipment, then the hypothesis must be discarded, returning to the previous situation and selecting a different hypothesis.
The viewpoint mechanism of Omega relies fullyon a logical basis. In fact, a viewpoint is defined as a collection of 0megaassertions.Thefactsthatholdinacertainviewpoint are those that derive logically from the assertions in the viewpoint by application of deduction rules.
In the empty viewpoint, containing no assertions, only facts that are tautologies hold. For this reason it is called the tautological viewpoint. A new viewpoint can be created by extending a previous viewpoint with an additional assertion, or by combining two viewpoints. As a conse- (with working YES) ) in test-3.
THE AXIOMATIC THEORY
An axiomatictheoryof Omegawas presented in [5] , in the style of natural deduction [14] . The axiomatic theory consists of a set of axioms defining a calculus of descriptions and, in close correspondence, a set of axioms defining a calculus of statements. For example, the transitivityof is has a dual correspondent in the transitivity of the logical implication.
61 is 62, 62 is ti3
A further set of axioms defines the behavior of attributions, examples of which (omission, strictness, merging, fusing) have been presented. The consistency of the Omega logic system has been established in [5] , together with a result about completeness: a formula is valid if and only if it is a formal theorem.
Since this logic system is a second-order system, and in it a finite categorical set of axioms can be formulated for the natural numbers, this result may appear to contradict the Godel incompleteness theorem. This difficulty is overcome by using a wider class of models than the standard models to interpret the formalism [16] .
IV. THE OMEGA KNOWLEDGE BASE
Omega is primarily a calculus of descriptions. Descriptions and the structuring mechanisms embedded in the logic (inheritance and attributions) can be exploited to build a knowledge base organized as a network where each node correspondstoadescriptionandlinkstotheisrelationship. In this section we discuss some of the techniques that are used in the implementation of an Omega knowledge base.
A. Classification
The Omega knowledge base is arranged as a lattice of descriptions. The structure of the lattice can be exploited in several ways: as an efficient access path to descriptions, and as a structure to be explored during reasoning and search.
A major goal of the implementation has been to design the structure of the lattice so that operations like classification of new descriptions, access to descriptions, and selection of statements that are applicable during deduction can all be performed exploiting the same structure. Another characteristic of the implementation is to provide means to attach to the lattice objects which are external to the Omega system, thereby providing ways to interface Omega to external databases, or to the underlying Lisp system.
The latticeof classification isdesigned tocontain all kinds of Omega descriptions, from atomic individuals, to instance descriptions with individual attribute values, to statements containing variables. The inclusion of statements with variables in the lattice allows the limitations of traditional semantic networks, which can only represent specific facts and not general ones, i.e., universally quantified assertions, to be overcome. 7) Classification Algorithm: The classification algorithm is invoked when a new description has to be inserted in the lattice. The formal semantics of Omega [5] defines the is relationship between descriptions. The problem of determining subsumption, and, therefore, the is relationship, is undecidable in Omega and complex in any language with a significant expressive power [9] . Therefore, the classificationalgorithm implemented restrictsattention tothat part of the is relation which is explicitly represented by links or paths in the lattice and which is induced byafew structural properties of descriptions. Direct access points in the network are available to reach individual constants and the most generic representative of instance descriptions with the same concept (the one with no attributions). For instance, when trying to locate (a Man (with dog Fido)), one starts from the node (a Man) which is directly accessible through the concept "Man."
The most interesting task of the classification algorithm is the classification of instance descriptions. To classify an instance description 6, the classification algorithm starts from the description which is directly accessible from the concept name of 6 and searches the lattice downward. For each child s of this description, a test is done to determine whether s is more general than 6 (i.e., is s). In particular, given two instance descriptions: that is, if two instance descriptions are compared during the classification process, the corresponding attribute values are also compared, according to the monotonicity of attributions.
If (6 is s) is not true, then none of the children of s could be more specific than 6 either, so it only remains to be considered whether the opposite is relation holds between s and 6, so that 6 could be classified as a parent of s. On the other hand, if (6 is s), we recursively classify 6 under s.
Since, in general, a description might have several children, a simple minded classification algorithm would have to search through all the children in some order and since adescriptioncould beachild(oraparent)ofmorethanone description, all children will have to be considered. This is a potential source of combinatorial explosion. Therefore, we have devised a schema by which children of an instance description are ordered in such a way that the path to an already existing description (or to the place in which to insert a new description) can be determined without backtracking.
2) Statements With Variables:
We describe the technique that is used to let descriptions containing variables 'The notation [attr 61 is an abbreviation for (with-unique attr 6). appear similar to other descriptions, so that they can be classified and handled similarly to ordinary descriptions.
A predication statement is represented by classifying its subject and predicate"at the right place" in the lattice, and connecting the two parts by an is link.
Suppose The advantage of this solution is that the unification process can be split in two parts: half of the job is done by the classification algorithm which places a description containing variables connected only to those descriptions which can possibly match it, the second part is the instantiation of variables with suitablevalues, which is donewhen traversing the lattice in either direction.
As an example, consider description 61 [6] which would appear in the lattice as a descendant of 6l [=x] . When we ask for a parent of 61 [6] , the description 61[=x] is encountered, and this causes =x to be instantiated with 6 and the description 62 [6] to be returned. With this schema, unification is not used for selecting among applicable rules but just to instantiate an applicable rule.
The ability to handle statements with variables means, for instance, that Prolog clausescan bedirectlymapped toOmega predications with variables. A backward chaining strategy suitable for emulation of Prolog in Omega is expressed quite easily.
B. Composite Statements
In Omega, composite statements can be built using the traditional logical operators (A, v, . . .) starting from the elementary is predication. A calculus of statements is axiomatized side by side with the calculus of descriptions.
We will define a sort of canonical form for statements (similar to the clausal form of first-order predicate calculus) and discuss how a statement expressed in this form can be entered in the network. The theoretical results presented here constitute a necessary step towards the construction of the knowledge base. Given that not corresponds to <et complement and and to set intersection this is a rather obvious set theoretic statement. What is relevant here is that logical negation can be expressed in terms of the description operators (not and and) plus the existential quantifier.
Theorem: Each Omega statement can be reduced to the following canonical form:
3Actually, the construction of the description to classify is slightly more complex, in the sense that one has to take into account whether the variable appears inside some negation.
where each uj is an elementary predication of the form is 8,) or a NotEmpty predicate.
A statement of the form UT A uz A * * A uk-1 * 61 is 62 will be entered in the network of descriptions as follows. Thetwonodescorrespondingto61and62will beconnected byaspecialconditional link(is-cond)whoseassociatedconditions will be the statements ul, a , , , Uk -The meaning is that the link can be followed only if we are able to verify the associated conditions, which, in turn, are elementary is predications or NotErnpty predicates. In addition, NotEmpty [G] can be asserted by introducing a fake individual connected by an is link to 6 and checked by searching for some individual starting from 6 and following is links downwards.
C. Taxonomic Reasoning
Taxonomic reasoning is a deduction process based on traversal of the lattice of descriptions. Algorithms for taxonomic reasoning rely upon the structure built bythe classification. As a trivial example of taxonomic reasoning, we can consider the classical syllogism:
Socrates is (a Man).
The three descriptions will be linked in the lattice with one another, and to determinewhether Socrates is a mortal, two linksmustbetraversedtodeterminetheexistenceofapath between the two descriptions.
It has been argued [I] that integration of such kind of connections can be very beneficial also in a logic programming system improving efficiency by reducing the number of resolutionlunification steps. In our approach, since not only constant terms, but also assertions with variables are arranged in the structure of the lattice, all deductions can be performed in thisway,without need for full unification, just by a process of lattice traversallmarkinglinstantiation.
D. Metalevel and Deduction Strategies
Taxonomic reasoning provides one level of deductive capabilitiesfor Omega. Since problem-solving methodsoften are to be tailored to the specific application, in Omega they may be programmed by writing strategies. Strategies are procedural mechanisms that are attached to statements or classesofstatements.To beableto handle knowledgeabout strategies, Omega is provided with a metalevel capability [22] , [6] . The syntactical entities of the Omega language, like constants, instance descriptions, or predications can be referred to in Omega itself. For instance, the description, (dl and d2)
can be referred to as (an And (withunique argl dl) (withunique arg2 d2)) or, with a short-hand notation, as t(d1 and d2).
Strategies are expressed as attributions of statement descriptions, as in the following example: t(=d is (=dl and =d2)) is (a Predication (with backward-strategy
(let ((attempt (new-attempt) ))
The above metalevel statement says that one strategywhich can be applied when the goal is to prove a statement of the form " d is (dl and d2)," is to generate a single attempt to prove the two distinct subgoals that (d is dl) and (d is d2). This is just one strategy that can be applied to solve inheritance problems, and in fact, exploiting the fact that with attributions can have multiple values, we can also add the following strategy:
is (a Predication (with backward-strategy
which would generate one attempt for each child d' of d2
to prove the subgoal that (dl is d'). The two strategies above are all that is necessary to simulate the backward chaining deductive strategy of Prolog. A Prolog program can be translated into Omega in a straightforward way and then executed according to the above strategy. This particular strategy is the only one which is provided by Prolog. This strategy works well in all situations where, for instance, an exhaustive search of the space of solution is desired. In many other cases though this may not be the best strategy.
E. Metalevel and Viewpoints
The following is a strategy corresponding to the axiom of implication introduction which is interesting since it involves hypotethical reasoning. Informally it can be formulated as follows:
i f you want to prove "01 + 02," assume a1 and prove 02.
The corresponding strategy can be expressed as (with backward-strategy (let (nvp (new-viewpoint) ) (cvp current viewpoint) (attempt (new-attempt))) (vp-goto nvp) (assert =SI) (on-success (new-goal =s2 attempt) (vp-got0 cvp) (succeeds attempt))))).
The hypothetical assumption =SI is formulated here in a new viewpoint nvp, which is a son of the viewpoint where the goal was tackled. If =s2 is proved in nvp, then the original goal succeeds, and one returns to the original viewpoint, where =SI is no longer visible. The primitive on-success expresses the sequence of actions to be performed when the goal in its first argument has been achieved. The primitive succeeds determines that an attempt has successfully been completed.
In the implementation of Omega, each statement is tagged with theviewpointtowhich it belongs, and isvisible only from descendant viewpoints. To obtain adequate efficiency in dealing with viewpoints, viewpoints are implemented using a bit-array representation for sets. Each bit, however, rather than representing a single assertion, represents a collection of assertions describing the incremental difference between a parent and son viewpoint.
v. AN EXAMPLE OF DIAGNOSIS
To illustrate the use and the reasoning capabilities of the system, we present in this section a small prototype of an expert system for the diagnosis of hardware. We will consider a very simple device, namely a hair dryer. Let us describe how a hair dryer works. First we describe its internal structure, and admissible values for all its components and attributes.
A. Structure
A hair dryer consists of a power cable, a three-position power switch, a fan, and a resistor. Each of these components will be described in turn. We use the notation "[attr 61'' as an abbreviation for "(withunique attr 6 
B. Interrelations
The proper working of each of the parts of the dryer depends on the working of other components. What we describe here is just the proper behavior of the system, not all its possible misbehaviors. We consider it more convenient to describe what is known of the internal working of the system, rather than trying to formulate all possible conditions of fault in the system. Many expert systems for diagnosis do instead represent explicitely information about faults, and how symptoms are related to a fault or to other symptoms. Trying to construct such intercausal relationships turns out to be the most difficult task in building an expert system for diagnosis.
In our approach, this information is deduced by the system, which reasons about its model of the working of the system, and draws conclusions about possible sources of fault. This approach follows more closely the approach that anengineerwouldapplyintryingtofindthecauseofafault. 
C. Investigation
We wish to discover the fault in a dryer which blows air but does not produce heat. We will askwhether a dryer like that can exist. If such a dryer can exist, the query will find values for the variables =pw, =sw, =fw, and =nv, which describe the working condition of all components of such dryer.
D. Strategy
Our strategyfor finding what is wrong with dur dryer will be the following. First, we collect all we know about this dryer, gathering all information we have about dryers. This is done by taxonomic reasoning, by exploring the inheritance network, and by merging all information that is so collected.Thiseffect is provided bythe basicquerystrategy is-there?. As a result of this strategy, some variables present in the query can receive a value.
The second step will be to simplify as much as possible the descriptions obtained, applying algebraic properties of descriptions.
(-fw, spinning), resistor (-rw, cool)) the Prolog interpreter will not be able to reach aconclusion because it is unable to perform a case analysis on the possible values for the attribute "working" of the resistor. This is due to the fact that negative information cannot-be represented and used in the Horn clause logic of Prolog. Further examples of the use of Omega in the construction of expert systems are reported in [3] . An implementation of the Omega system as described in this paper has been done on a Symbolics Lisp Machine, in the framework of ESPRIT project P440.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have argued in favor of a logic with structuring capabilites and about problem-oriented deduction strategies in order to manage the complexity, as opposed to other approaches where the expressiveness of language is reduced or where formal properties of the system are not provided.
Omega is a formal calculus of descriptions which offers such structuringcapabilities. Wediscussed how,exploiting such features of the logic, knowledge can suitably be arranged in a network so that algorithms can be devised to perform taxonomic reasoning. Deduction strategies can be defined at the metalevel in order to be tailored to the problem. ACKNOWLEDGMENT C. Hewitt has been the leading force in the early stages of the design of Omega. A. Corradini, S. Diomedi, and M. De Cecco of the ESPRIT team at DELPHI have contributed to the implementation of the ideas presented in this paper.
